Abstract. In the setting of the massive Klein-Gordon equation on de Sitter space, we discuss Vasy's asymptotic data at conformal infinity in terms of plane waves. In particular, we derive a short-hand formula for reconstructing solutions from their asymptotic data. Furthermore, we show that the natural Hadamard state induced from future (or past) conformal infinity coincides with the Bunch-Davies state.
a conformal transformation, the Klein-Gordon operator smoothly extends across I to an operator of mixed hyperbolic-elliptic type, denoted in what follows by P ν . The main feature is that after multiplication by a suitable conformal factor, any smooth solution of the Klein-Gordon equation extends to a unique solution of P ν u " 0 of the form (1.1) pµ`i0q iν u``pµ´i0q iν u´`u 0 near I , where u`, u´and u 0 are smooth, and µ is a suitable boundarydefining function of I " tµ " 0u. The restrictions of u`and u´to either I`or I´determine the solution uniquely, and therefore can serve as 'scattering data' (of course, with all the usual reservations towards using the term 'scattering theory' on de Sitter-like spacetimes).
Distributions of the form (1.1) are singular at I and the type of singularity, i.e. pµ`i0q iν vs. pµ´i0q iν , can be used to distinguish between positive and negative frequencies (note that the u 0 term plays no rôle in that respect). The general, rigorous statement following from propagation estimates near radial sets is that if u´vanishes at I`(or at I´) then it has a wave front set with only positive frequencies [33] , meant in the same way as in the microlocal formulation of the Hadamard condition. Furthermore, it was shown recently in [35] that the asymptotic data u Þ Ñ pu`, u´qae I`d iagonalize the symplectic form of the classical field theory. All these ingredients were combined to construct Hadamard states from asymptotic data and also to conformally extend two-point functions of Hadamard states across I , in the sense that they are first multiplied by conformal factors and then extended.
While these constructions are valid for a broad class of asymptotically de Sitter-like spacetimes, the purpose of the present paper is to investigate how precisely do they work in the special case of de Sitter space.
Let us first recall that on the Sitter space, there is a canonical way of giving sense to positive and negative frequency solutions (and hence, to particles and anti-particles) in terms of plane waves pxd S¨ξ q iν´α and pxd S¨ξ q iν´α , which play an analogous rôle to the plane waves on Minkowski space (see Subsect. 2.2 for the precise definition). On a rigorous level (for non-zero mass), this boils down to the existence of a distinguished Hadamard state called the Bunch-Davies state (frequently also called the Bunch-Davies vacuum or Euclidean vacuum, it can be characterized as the unique HartleHawking-Israel state on de Sitter space). The link with plane waves is provided by the following remarkably elegant formula for its two-point function due to Bros and Moschella [4] :
where x dS , y dS are points in de Sitter space and ω is a suitable form on I`, see Subsect. 2.3.
Main result. Our approach is based on the observation that the plane waves pxd S¨ξ q iν´α conformally extend to distributions denoted by pxS¨ξq iν´α , which can be thought as plane waves for P ν . This allows us to conformally extend and compute the asymptotic data of various distributions expressed in terms of plane waves (see in particular Theorem 3.1 for the conformal extension of (1.2)), and to prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Assume ν P Rzt0u. In the case of d-dimensional de Sitter space, the following holds true.
p1q For any pv`, v´q P C 8 pI`q 2 , the solution u of pl`α 2`ν2 qu " 0 with data pv`, v´q at I`is given by
where apνq " p2πq α 2´i ν Γp´iνq{Γp´iν`αq. We denote by ρ the Euclidean distance from the origin, i.e.
. We also consider the Minkowski distance function
For our purposes, d-dimensional de Sitter space dS d (of radius r ą 0) is best defined as the hyperboloid
d u, equipped with the metric g dS induced from g M . On the other hand, hyperbolic space (of radius r ą 0) is either of the two hyperboloids (2.4)
d ,˘x 0 ą 0u, equipped with the Riemannian metric defined as minus the metric induced from g M . If not specified otherwise, we take the radius r in (2.3) and (2.4) to be 1. Whenever the embedding of hyperbolic space as a hypersurface in M 1,d will not be needed or the distinction between H d and H d will be of no relevance, we will write
We will use the notation x " px 0 , . . . , x d q for points in M 1,d , and we will write alternatively x dS , resp. x H when x P dS d , resp. x P H d . For any x P M 1,d zt0u we denote by x S the point on the unit sphere (2.5)
with the same angular coordinates as x (i.e., x S is the point where the unit sphere intersects the half-line from the origin passing through x, see Fig. 1 ). Using the map x Þ Ñ x S P S d we can identify the three hyperboloids 
(which are both topologically S d´1 ), where
It is therefore natural to define a manifold with boundary, denoted by dS is identified with dS d , and the two 'caps' resp. below I´and above I`are identified with resp.
where the boundary of H d is identified with the I˘component of the boundary of dS d (see Fig. 2 ).
To get a more concrete description, let us set
d with the point f px dS qx dS on the unit sphere and any x H P H d with f px H qx H . This justifies the short-hand notation
which will be used throughout the paper.
The function f dS is a convenient boundary-defining function of I " tf dS " 0u (understood as the boundary of dS d ). Similarly, f H can be used as a boundary-defining function of I`" tf H " 0u (understood as the boundary of H d ) or I´" tf H " 0u (understood as the boundary of H d ).
Klein-Gordon equation and plane waves.
We are primarily interested in solutions of the massive Klein-Gordon equation
where l dS is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the de Sitter spacetime
and ν P R will be assumed to be non-zero. The geometric considerations leading to (2.6) provide motivation for studying in parallel the equation
where ∆ H˘i s the Laplace-Beltrami operator on H d . The equations (2.7) and (2.9) have special solutions that are named plane waves because of various properties they share with the plane waves on Minkowski and Euclidean space. We will closely follow the exposition in [5, 26, 12] (cf. [30] for an introduction that discusses the zero-curvature limit). First, for ξ P C d and λ P C, let us introduce the notation
where the boundary value is taken from the tuboid
The restriction of px˘¨ξq iν´α to dS d yields a distribution which we denote by pxd S¨ξ q iν´α , and similarly, the restriction of px˘¨ξq iν´α to either 
x H¨ξ q iν´α " 0, as can be shown by a simple computation, see e.g. [4, 5, 26] . In the context of the geometrical setup described in the previous subsection, it is also natural to introduce plane waves on S d as the restrictions (2.10) 
see [31, 34] . It turns out that if one now replaces r by ρ, one obtains a differential operator on the sphere S d with smooth coefficients (depending on the parameter ν)
using again the identification of dS d and H d with regions of S d . This way P ν is interpreted as the extension across the conformal infinity of the de Sitter Klein-Gordon operator, rescaled first with powers of the boundary defining function f dS (needed to circumvent the divergence at the boundary).
By (2.11) and (2.14) the distributions pxS¨ξq iν´α satisfy P ν pxS¨ξq iν´α " 0, so one can think of these as plane waves for the conformally extended operator P ν . We stress that in view of (2.14), while P ν is hyperbolic in the de Sitter region, it is elliptic in the two copies of hyperbolic space.
To see this explicitly on the level of the principal symbol of P ν , it is useful to introduce the coordinate
so in particular µ ă 0 on dS d and µ ą 0 on H d and H d . In terms of the coordinate system obtained using µ and coordinates on S d´1 , the operator P ν equals´4µB 2 µ´∆S d´1 plus a first order differential operator with smooth coefficients, where ∆ S d´1 is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S d´1 , see [31] for details of the computation.
The central result that we will use throughout the paper is a special case of a construction due to Vasy [33, 31, 34] , and states that any smooth solution of the de Sitter Klein-Gordon equation conformally extends accross I in a similar way as the plane waves (2.11).
Theorem 2.1 ([34]
). Assume ν P Rzt0u. Suppose that u P C 8 pdS d q solves
Then f iν´α u extends to a unique distribution e ν u on S d solving P ν e ν u " 0.
Definition 2.2. We will call e ν u the conformal extension of u.
The dependence on the parameter ν is emphasized in the notation as a reminder that there are actually two different, but closely related ways of defining conformal extensions, namely, one can conformally extend a given solution of (2.15) either to a unique solution for P ν (using the map e ν ), or to a unique solution of P´ν (using e´ν).
We stress that the conformal extension e ν u of a non-zero smooth solution u is not smooth at I " tµ " 0u, despite P ν having smooth coefficients there. Instead, it is shown in [34] that it can be written near I`as
or some u 0 , u`, u´P C 8 pS d q. Furthermore, the pair of restrictions (2.17)
I`u¨"ˆu`ae Iù´ae
determines e ν u (and u) uniquely. We will often symbolically write statements such as (2.16) in the form
where v 0 " u 0 ae I`, v˘" u˘ae I`. These results are proved in [34] in much greater generality, namely, they apply to conformally extended asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes, provided that the metric satisfies an evenness condition at I (stating that the conformally extended metric should be smooth in a coordinate which would correspond here to µ [34] ). In [34] also complex values of ν are allowed, except for a discrete set of resonances.
In the present context, the main merit of the whole construction is that the two components of the asymptotic data (2.17) distinguish between positive and negative frequencies. While this can be made into a rigorous, general statement in the language of wave front sets and radial sets, our goal in what follows will be to explain what does this mean in terms of de Sitter plane waves.
Integrals at I . Following [4], let us consider the differential form
An important result that we will use is [4, Lem. More precisely, both sides of the identities in (2.25) make strict sense after smearing in ξ with an arbitrary smooth function ψ, homogeneous of degree´iν´α, respectively iν´α. In view of Theorem 2.1, The proof of Proposition 2.3 is a straightforward computation which consists in checking that the right hand side of each line in (2.25) is a solution for P ν which in the de Sitter region of S d coincides with f iν´α pxd S¨ξ q iν´α , respectively f iν´α pxd S¨ξ q´i ν´α . where again all identities make sense after smearing in ξ 1 with an arbitrary smooth function of correct homogeneity. This confirms that the asymptotic data distinguish between positive and negative frequencies. asymptotics (therefore one can think of S I`a s a generalized Dirichlet-to-Neumann map). The operator S I`a lso appears in the formula for the asymptotic data I`i n terms of f iν`α dS and f´i ν`α dS asymptotics. Namely, if u solves the Klein-Gordon equation (2.15) and
e νπ S´1 I`¸ˆwẁ´˙, see [34] for more general statements and their proof.
3. Conformal extension of two-point functions 3.1. Formal adjoints. Let |dg dS |, resp. |dg H | be the volume density on dS d , resp. H d . The differential operator P ν is formally self-adjoint with respect to the unique smooth density which equals µ α`1 |dg dS | or µ α`1 |dg H | in the respective region (see [31, Sec. 3.1] ). Generally, we will use this density to define formal adjoints or Schwartz kernels on S d . On the other hand, we use the usual volume density |dg dS | or |dg H | to define formal adjoints and Schwartz kernels on dS d or H d . Correspondingly, we write eν to mean the formal adjoint of e ν , defined using the two densities on respectively dS d and S d . With these conventions, eν maps by restriction to dS d and multiplication by f´i
3.2. Bunch-Davies two-point function. Thanks to a result by Bros and Moschella [4, 5] , the Bunch-Davies two-point function can be defined as the following bi-distribution on dS d (cf. [7, 1] for the original definition):
Let us also introduce the bi-distribution
which is simply the complex adjoint of Λ`, i.e.
(3.33) Λ´px dS , y dS q " Λ`px dS , y dS q.
The term two-point function means that the operator Λ`with Schwartz kernel Λ`px dS , y dS q satisfies:
where P " l dS`α 2`ν2 and E is the causal propagator of P (often also called the Pauli-Jordan commutator function). In the literature it is very common to formulate (3.34) purely in terms of Λ`(and to use e.g. the notation W in the place of Λ`), which after taking account (3.33) gives a simpler looking set of conditions.
In view of the properties (3.33) and (3.34), the Bunch-Davies two-point function Λ`can be used to construct (smeared, real) quantum fields pψpvq`ψ˚pvqq for real valued v. Let us point out that in the charged formalism, only the conditions (3.34) are viewed as necessary, while the identity (3.33) is treated as an additional property of Λ`, namely its invariance under a charge reversal, which is here simply the complex conjugation.
3.3. Conformal extension of two-point functions. Let us denote by r ν the conformal restriction
The statement of Theorem 2.1 generalizes in a straighforward way to bisolutions. Namely, given a bi-solution Λ of P , if it maps continuously C 8 c pdS d q to C 8 pdS d q then e ν Λeν is the unique bi-solution of P ν that conformally extends Λ in the sense that r ν pe ν Λeν qrν " Λ. In the special case of the Bunch-Davies two-point function it is possible to give a short-hand formula in terms of conformally extended plane waves.
Theorem 3.1. Assume ν P Rzt0u. There exists a unique bi-solution Λν of P ν that conformally extends the Bunch-Davies two-point function Λ`. Similarly, there exists a unique bi-solution Λν of P ν that conformally extends Λ´. Their Schwartz kernels are given by From (3.37) we conclude that iEν I`q is a left inverse of I`o n the range of E ν , and thus (by [35, Prop. 2.2.]), on solutions of P ν u " 0. The computation of the Schwartz kernel of that left inverse gives the following short-hand formula.
Proposition 3.2. For any v P C 8 pI`q 2 , the unique solution u of P ν u " 0 with data I`u " v is given by U I`v , where U I`" iEν I`q has Schwartz kernel U I`p x S , ξq " 1 apνq`p xS¨ξq iν´α , pxŚ¨ξq iν´α˘.
Statement (1) in Theorem 1.1 follows now in a straightforward way. Statement (2) in the same theorem (i.e., the fact that the construction in [35] yields the Bunch-Davies state) simply follows from the observation that Λν is proportional to p I`˝Eν q˚˝π˘˝p I`˝Eν q, where π˘projects to the respective component.
A further consequence is that Vasy's Feynman propagator, defined in [32, Sec. 4] in terms of suitable boundary conditions at I`and I´, coincides with the Feynman propagator canonically associated with the Bunch-Davies state. This follows directly by comparing their asymptotic properties, as Vasy's boundary conditions consist in requiring that both I`d ata and
I´d ata have only one component. This can be thought of as the analogue of the fact that on Minkowski space, the Feynman inverse discussed in [18] or [17, 11] coincides with the well-familiar Feynman propagator canonically associated with the vacuum state.
